Abstract. In this paper, we provide a deformation theory of submanifolds which are characterized by differential forms and show that the moduli space of special Legendrian submanifolds in Sasaki-Einstein manifolds is the intersection of two deformation spaces which are smooth. We also prove that any special Legendrian submanifold admits smooth deformations given by harmonic 1-forms. We can generalize these result to Sasaki manifolds whose metric cones are almost Calabi-Yau manifolds with a certain weight.
Introduction
Calabi-Yau manifolds can be studied in many categories, complex geometry, Kähler geometry, algebraic geometry, etc. From the view point of calibrated geometry which is invented by Harvey and Lawson [5] , any Calabi-Yau structure induces a calibration given by the real part of a holomorphic volume form. Recall that a calibration is a closed form with comass 1 and a calibrated submanifold is defined by a submanifold in which the calibration equals to a volume form. Special Lagrangian submanifolds in Calabi-Yau manifolds are calibrated submanifolds. McLean provided the deformation theory for calibrated submanifolds [10] . In particular, he showed that the moduli space of compact special Lagrangian submanifolds is smooth and the tangent space is given harmonic 1-forms. An important point of his proof was that any special Lagrangian submanifold is characterized as a submanifold where the imaginary part of the holomorphic volume form and the symplectic form vanish.
In this paper, we consider deformations of submanifolds characterized by differential forms which are not necessarily closed. We assume that (M, g) is a smooth compact Riemannian manifold. We call X a submanifold in M if there exists an embedding ι : X ֒→ M. Let X be a compact connected submanifold in M. We consider a normal deformation of a submanifold X, that is, an embedding f : X ֒→ M with a family {f t } t∈[0,1] of embeddings f t : X ֒→ M such that f 0 = ι, f 1 = f and d dt f t ∈ Γ(NX t ) where NX t is the normal bundle of X t = f t (X) in (M, g). We call the set of normal deformations of a submanifold X the moduli space of deformations of X. Now we choose a system Φ = (ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ m ) ∈ ⊕ m i=1 ∧ k i M of smooth differential forms on M such that the pull-back ι * Φ of Φ by ι : X → M vanishes : ι * Φ = (ι * ϕ 1 , . . . , ι * ϕ m ) = (0, . . . , 0).
We call a deformation f of X with the family {f t } t∈ [0, 1] such that f * t Φ = (0, . . . , 0) a Φ-deformation of X and denote by M X (Φ) the moduli space of Φ-deformations of X. We can regard X as an element of M X (Φ) and denote it by 0 X . We take a positive integer s and a real number α with 0 < α < 1 and consider a deformation of X of C s,α -class, that is, a C s,α -embedding f : X ֒→ M with a family {f t } t∈[0,1] of C s,α -embeddings f t : X ֒→ M such that f 0 = ι,
f t ∈ Γ(NX t ) and f * t Φ = 0. Let M s,α X (Φ) denote the moduli space of Φ-deformations of X of C s,α -class. A Sasaki-Einstein manifold is a (2n+1)-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, g) whose metric cone (C(M), g) = (R >0 × M, dr 2 + r 2 g) is a Ricci-flat Kähler manifold where r is the coordinate of R >0 . We assume that M is simply connected. Then the cone C(M) is a complex (n + 1)-dimensional Calabi-Yau manifold which admits a holomorphic (n + 1)-form Ω and a Kähler form ω on C(M) satisfying the Monge-Ampère equation Ω ∧ Ω = c n+1 ω n+1 for a constant c n+1 . An n-dimensional submanifold X in a Sasaki-Einstein manifold (M, g) is a special Legendrian submanifold if the cone C(X) is a special Lagrangian submanifold in C(M). We characterize a Sasaki-Einstein manifold as a Riemannian manifold with a contact 1-form η and a complex valued n-form ψ such that (ψ, 1 2 dη) is an almost transverse Calabi-Yau structure with dψ = (n + 1) √ −1 η ∧ ψ (See Section 3.2 for the definition of almost transverse Calabi-Yau structures). Then X is a special Legendrian submanifold if and only if ι * ψ Im = 0 and ι * η = 0 where ι is the inclusion ι : X ֒→ M and ψ Im is the imaginary part of ψ.
Let X be a special Legendrian submanifold and M X the moduli space of special Legendrian deformations of X. Then M X is equal to the moduli space M X (ψ Im , η) of (ψ Im , η)-deformations of X. The infinitesimal deformation space of X is given by the eigenspace Ker(∆ 0 − 2(n + 1)) of the Laplace operator ∆ 0 on ∧ 0 X with the eigenvalue 2(n + 1). If M X is a smooth manifold, then the infinitesimal deformation space is the tangent space of M X at 0 X . However, the obstruction for M X to be smooth does not vanish in general. Let ω T be the 2-form 1 2 dη on M. We denote by N X and L X the moduli spaces M X (ψ Im , ω T ) and M X (η), respectively. We fix an integer s ≥ 3 and a real number α with 0 < α < 1 and denote by N A deformation f of X is called a transverse Φ-deformation if f is a Φ-deformation of X with the family {f t } t∈ [0, 1] is isomorphic to H 1 (X).
Let (M, g) be a Sasaki manifold with an almost transverse Calabi-Yau structure (ψ, 1 2 dη) such that dψ = κ √ −1 η ∧ ψ for a real constant κ. In the case κ = n + 1, (M, g) is a Sasaki-Einstein manifold. The metric cone (C(M), g) is an almost CalabiYau manifold which admits a holomorphic (n + 1)-form Ω and a Kähler form ω satisfying Ω ∧ Ω = r 2(κ−n−1) c n+1 ω n+1 on C(M). A special Lagrangian submanifold in C(M) is defined by an (n + 1)-dimensional submanifold where Ω Im and ω vanish. We define a special Legendrian submanifold in M as an n-dimensional submanifold X such that C(X) is a special Lagrangian submanifold in C(M). Then X is a special Legendrian submanifold if and only if ι * ψ Im = 0 and ι * η = 0 where ι is the inclusion ι : X ֒→ M. Let X be a special Legendrian submanifold and M X the moduli space of special Legendrian deformations of X. Then we can show the similar results of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 (see Theorem 5.17 and Theorem 5.18). We say that a special Legendrian submanifold X is rigid if any special Legendrian deformation of X is induced by the group Aut(η, ψ) of diffeomorphisms of M preserving η and ψ. Theorem 1.3. The infinitesimal deformation space of X is isomorphic to the space Ker(∆ 0 − 2κ). If κ = 0, then X is rigid and M X is a 1-dimensional manifold. If κ < 0, then X does not have non-trivial deformations and M X = {0 X }.
A special Legendrian submanifold X is rigid if and only if the special Lagrangian cone C(X) is rigid, that is, any deformation of C(X) is induced by the action of the group Aut(Ω, ω, r) of diffeomorphisms of C(M) preserving Ω, ω and r. A typical example of Sasaki-Einstein manifolds is the odd-dimensional unit sphere S 2n+1 with the standard metric, then the metric cone is the complex space C n+1 \{0}. Joyce introduced the rigidity of special Lagrangian cones in C n+1 \{0} [9] . There exist some rigid special Lagrangian cones in C n+1 \{0} and the corresponding rigid special Legendrian submanifolds in S 2n+1 [6, 8, 15] . Special Legendrian submanifolds have also the aspect of minimal Legendrian submanifolds. We call that a minimal Legendrian submanifold is rigid if any minimal Legendrian deformation of X is induced by the group Aut(η, g) of diffeomorphisms of M preserving η and g. Hence there exist two rigidity conditions for special Legendrian submanifolds. We show that these conditions are equivalent : Theorem 1.4. Let X be a special Legendrian submanifold. If κ > 0, then X is rigid as a special Legendrian submanifold if and only if it is so as a minimal Legendrian submanifold.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a Φ-deformation theory of submanifolds and see some examples of Φ-deformations. In Section 3, we introduce almost transverse Calabi-Yau structures and prove that any Sasaki-Einstein manifold is characterized by such a structure. In Section 4, we show Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2. In the last section, we introduce special Legendrian submanifolds in Sasaki manifolds with almost transverse Calabi-Yau structures and prove Theorem 1.3 and a generalization of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2. We study minimal Legendrian deformations of special Legendrian submanifolds and show Theorem 1.4.
Deformations of submanifolds
In this section, we assume that (M, g) is a smooth Riemannian manifold. We provide a criterion for the smoothness of moduli spaces of submanifolds and apply it to some examples.
Smoothness of moduli spaces of Φ-deformations
Let X be a compact submanifold in M with an embedding ι : X ֒→ M. We choose a system Φ = (
M of smooth differential forms on M such that the pull-back ι * Φ of Φ by ι : X → M vanishes :
We call a deformation f of X with the family {f t } t∈ [0, 1] such that f * t Φ = 0 a Φ-deformation of X and denote by M X (Φ) the moduli space of Φ-deformations of X. It follows from the tubular neighbourhood theorem that there exists a neighbourhood of X in M which is identified with a neighbourhood U of the zero section of NX by the exponential map. We define V 1 and V 2 as the vector spaces
where ∧ k i is the space of k i -differential forms on X. We denote by U the set {v ∈
The exponential map induces the embedding exp v : X ֒→ M for each v ∈ U. Then we define the map F : U → V 2 by
for any v ∈ U. We can consider X as an element of M X (Φ) since ι : X → M can be the trivial deformation of X. Hence we denote by 0 X the element X of M X (Φ). If the inverse image F −1 (0) of the origin of V 2 is smooth at 0 X , then F −1 (0) is identified with a neighbourhood of 0 X in M X (Φ) in the C 1 sense. Let D 1 be the linearization of F at 0 :
Then the infinitesimal deformation space of X is given by Ker D 1 . Let D * 1 be the formal adjoint operator of D 1 .
Lemma 2.1. The equation D * 1 • F (v) = 0 is a partial differential equation whose order is at most two, and quasi-linear if the order is two.
Proof. We assume that the dimension of X is n and the rank of NX is ℓ. Let U X be an open set in X and (x 1 , . . . , x n ) a coordinate of U X . Taking a local frame {v 1 , . . . , v ℓ } of NX over U X , then we have a trivialization U X × R ℓ of NX| U X by the correspondence of (x, y 1 , . . . , y ℓ ) ∈ U X × R ℓ to ℓ j=1 y j v j (x) ∈ NX| U X . By the exponential map, the tubular neighbourhood U ∩ NX| U X of NX| U X is isomorphic to an open set U M in M, and (U M , x 1 , . . . , x n , y 1 , . . . , y ℓ ) is a local coordinate of M. Let v be an element of the set U of (1). If v is expressed by v = ℓ j=1 f j v j on U X , then exp * v dx i = dx i and exp * v dy j = n i=1 ∂f j ∂x i dx i on U X for each i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , ℓ. Since any differential form on M is generated by wedge products of dx i and dy j on U M , the equation F (v) = exp * v Φ = 0 is a partial differential equation whose order is at most one. Hence the order of the equation D * 1 • F (v) = 0 is at most two. The first order term of F (v) = 0 may contain
for integers m 11 , m 12 , . . . , m ℓn with m ij = 0 or 1 such that 0 ≤ m 1i +· · ·+m ℓi ≤ 1 for each i. If the order of D * 1 • F (v) = 0 is two, then the second order term is generated by the partial derivative of (2) , and hence D *
We fix an integer s ≥ 3 and a real number α with 0 < α < 1. Then we set the Banach spaces
with respect to the Hölder norm · C s,α induced by the Riemannian metric ι * g on X. We define U s,α as the set {v ∈ V s,α 1
| v x ∈ U, x ∈ X}. Then we can extend the map F to the smooth map F s,α :
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that there exist a vector space V 3 of smooth sections of a vector bundle E on X and a differential operator D 2 with the differential complex
is also elliptic, then the moduli space M X (Φ) is smooth at 0 X and the tangent space T 0 X M X (Φ) is given by Ker(D 1 ).
Proof. If P 2 is elliptic, then the map D 
where R(v) is the higher term with respect to v, then D * [12] . Now an element (u, ϕ(u)) of V
Thus the map ϕ provides a manifold structure of F −1 (0) at 0 X whose tangent space is Ker(D 1 ), and we finish the proof. Remark 2.3. If we consider any Φ-deformation which is not necessarily a normal deformation, that is, an embedding f : X ֒→ M with a family {f t } t∈[0,1] of embeddings such that f 0 = ι, f 1 = f and f * t Φ = 0, and denote by M X (Φ) a set of such Φ-deformations of X. Then the identity component Diff 0 (X) of the diffeomorphism group of X acts on M X (Φ). We take a sufficiently small number ε as in the proof of Proposition 2.2 and define S ε by the set {u ∈ Ker(D 1 ) | u C s,α < ε}. Then we can consider S ε as a slice for the action of Diff 0 (X) on the space M X (Φ).
Examples of Φ-deformations
In this section, we see some examples of Φ-deformations and the moduli spaces.
Special Lagrangian submanifolds in Calabi-Yau manifolds
We assume that (M, Ω, ω) is a Calabi-Yau manifold of dimension 2n where (Ω, ω) is a Calabi-Yau structure on M, that is, Ω is a holomorphic n-form and ω is a Kähler form satisfying the equation Ω ∧ Ω = c n ω n for c n =
n . We call X a special Lagrangian submanifold in M if X is the calibrated submanifold with respect to the real part Ω Re of Ω. It is well known that X is a special Lagrangian submanifold if and only if X is an n-dimensional submanifold such that ι * Ω Im = ι * ω = 0 where ι is the inclusion ι : X ֒→ M. Hence special Lagrangian deformations are (Ω Im , ω)-deformations and the moduli space M X of special Lagrangian deformations is M X (Ω Im , ω). The following result is provided by McLean :
Proof. We take the set U as in (1) and define the map F :
for v ∈ U where * means the Hodge star operator with respect to the metric ι * g on X. Then we can regard F −1 (0) as a set of special Lagrangian submanifolds in M which is near X in C 1 topology. To see the infinitesimal deformation of X, we consider the linearization d 0 F of F at the origin 0 ∈ U. It follows that
for v ∈ U whereṽ is an extension of v to M. In the last equation, we use that
where H k (X) means the set of harmonic k-forms on X. We provide the differential complex 0 → ∧
where the operator D 2 is given by
where ∆ i is the ordinary Laplace operator on ∧ i for i = 0, 1 and 2. Thus P 1 and P 2 are elliptic. The image Im(F ) of the map F is included in d
2 ). It follows from Proposition 2.2 that M X is smooth at 0 X . We can show that M X is smooth at any point by repeating the argument for each special Lagrangian submanifold. Hence we finish the proof.
Coassociative submanifolds in G 2 manifolds
We assume that (M, g, ϕ) is a G 2 manifold where ϕ is an associative 3-form on M. We call X a coassociative submanifold in M if X is calibrated submanifold with respect to the Hodge dual * ϕ of ϕ where * is the Hodge star operator with respect to the metric g on M. An n-dimensional submanifold ι : X ֒→ M is a coassociative submanifold if and only if ι * ϕ = 0. Hence coassociative deformations are ϕ-deformations and the moduli space M X of coassociative deformations is M X (ϕ). Proof. We remark the moduli space
dη) = 0. We take the set U as in (1) and define the map F :
for v ∈ U, then we can regard F −1 (0) as a set of special Legendrian submanifolds in M which is near X. It follows that for
whereṽ is an extension of v to M. In the last equation, we use that ι * (iṽψ
Now we provide a complex as follows
Hence P 1 and P 2 are elliptic. The image Im(F ) of the map F is included in
which is perpendicular to the kernel
2 ). It follows from Proposition 2.2 that M X is smooth at 0 X . We can show that M X is smooth by repeating the argument for any special Legendrian submanifold. Hence we finish the proof.
Legendrian submanifolds in contact manifolds
Let (M, η) be a (2n + 1)-dimensional contact manifold with a contact 1-form η. A Legendrian submanifold is defined by a submanifold ι : X ֒→ M such that ι * η = 0. Hence the space M X (η) is the moduli space M X of Legendrian deformations of X. The following result is well known as a consequence of the Darboux-Weinstein's neighborhood theorem for Legendrian submanifolds in contact geometry.
We take the set U as in (1) and define the map F :
for v ∈ U. It follows that
It is easy to see that
Hence P 2 is the elliptic operator with Ker
X is smooth at 0 X with the tangent space Ker(D s,α 1 ). We can show that M s,α X is smooth by repeating the argument for any Legendrian submanifold. Hence we finish the proof.
Sasaki-Einstein manifolds
In this section, we assume that (M, g) is a smooth Riemannian manifold of dimension (2n + 1).
Transverse differential forms
Let F be a foliation on M of codimension 2n and F the vector bundle induced by the foliation F . A differential form ϕ on M is called transverse if
for any v ∈ Γ(F ). We denote by ∧ k T the sheaf of transverse k-forms on the foliated manifold (M, F ). A transverse differential k-form can be considered as the section of ∧ k Q * where Q is the quotient vector space
be the sheaf of basic k-forms on the foliated manifold (M, F ). It is easy to see that for a basic form ϕ the derivative dϕ is also basic. Thus the exterior derivative d induces the operator
by the restriction. The corresponding complex (∧ * B , d B ) associates the cohomology group H * B (M) which is called the basic de Rham cohomology group. In general, the derivative dϕ of a transverse form ϕ is not necessarily transverse. In fact, a transverse form ϕ is basic if dϕ is transverse. On the space ∧ k T , there exists an orthogonal decomposition d∧
If there exists a complex structure J of Q, then we have a decomposition
T is the set of transverse (p, q)-forms on (M, F ). Moreover, if J is a transverse complex structure on (M, F ) (see the next section for the definition), then it gives rise to a decomposition ∧
in the same manner as complex geometry. We denote by H 
T is locally generated by basic forms. We denote by π
. Then we define a map
In the same manner, we can define
Transverse complex structures
Let F be a foliation of codimension 2n on M. Then there exists a system
such that any leaf of F is given by each fiber of f i . We denote by M T the transverse manifold ⊔ i f i (U i ). The foliation F is a transverse holomorphic foliation (resp. a transverse Kähler foliation) if there exist a system {U i , f i , γ ij } and a complex structure J i (resp. Kähler structure (g i , J i )) on each f i (U i ) such that γ ij is bi-holomorphic (resp. preserving the Kähler structure). Thus any transverse holomorphic foliation F induces a complex structure J T = {J i } i∈Λ on M T . In order to characterize transverse structures on (M, F ), we consider the quotient bundle Q = T M/F where F is the line bundle associated by the foliation F . We define an action of Γ(F ) to any section u of Q as follows :
for v ∈ Γ(F ) where π is the quotient map T M → Q and u ∈ Γ(T M) is a lift of u by π. We remark that L v u is independent of the choice of the lift u ∈ Γ(T M) of u. The section u of Γ(Q) is called basic if L v u = 0 for any v ∈ Γ(F ). We denote by Γ B (Q) the set of basic sections of Γ(Q). The vector field u on M is called foliated if L v u ∈ Γ(F ) for any v ∈ Γ(F ). Let Γ F (T M) denote the set of foliated vector fields on M. Then there exists the exact sequence
where ι is the natural inclusion. In fact, any basic section u of Γ(Q) has a lift u by π which is a foliated vector field. We can also define an action of Γ(F ) to any section J ∈ Γ(End(Q)) as follows :
If J is a complex structure of Q, i.e. J 2 = −id Q , and basic as a section of End(Q), then a tensor N J ∈ Γ(⊗ 2 Q * ⊗ Q) can be defined by
for each lift u and w. We call that J is integrable if N J = 0.
Definition 3.1. A complex structure J of Q is a transverse complex structure on (M, F ) if J is basic and integrable.
Any transverse holomorphic foliation F induces a transverse complex structure.
Lemma 3.2. If F is a transverse holomorphic foliation, then there exists a transverse complex structure J F on (M, F ).
Proof. We can extend a vector field u T on M T to a foliated vector field u i on each
is an open subset of R. Then {π(u i )} i defines the section of Q and it is basic. Hence we obtain the map σ :
On the other hand, for any u ∈ Γ B (Q) the family {df i (u)} i defines the vector field over M T where df i (u) is defined by df i ( u) for a lift u of u. We define the map df :
Then df is the inverse map of σ and hence Γ B (Q) is isomorphic to Γ(T M T ). For the complex structure J T on M T , we can define a section J F of End(Q) as
for u ∈ Γ B (Q). This section J F is well-defined since any section of Q is locally generated by basic sections. Then J F is a complex structure of Q and basic since
Hence a transversely holomorphic foliation F induces the transverse complex structure J F on (M, F ).
The following result is Newlander-Nirenberg's theorem for a transverse complex structure on a foliated manifold : Proposition 3.3. Let J be a complex structure of Q. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) J is a transverse complex structure on (M, F ).
(ii) F is a transversely holomorphic foliation with J F = J.
(iii) J is basic and satisfies d(∧
Proof. A basic complex structure J of Q corresponds to an almost complex structure on M T , and so ∧ p,q B is isomorphic to ∧ p+q M T . Hence the conditions (ii), (iii) and (iv) are equivalent by Newlander-Nirenberg's theorem for the complex manifold (M T , J T ). We already checked that the condition (ii) implies (i). Hence it suffices to show that the condition (i) implies (ii). If J is a transverse complex structure on (M, F ), then the section
. The section J T is an almost complex structure on M T . Let N J T be the Nijenhuis tensor of J T . Then we obtain
. Hence J T is the complex structure on M T . Then the foliation F is transversely holomorphic and J F = J by the definition of J F . It completes the proof. Definition 3.4. A nowhere vanishing complex n-form ψ ∈ ∧ n ⊗ C is called an almost transverse SL n (C) structure on (M, F ) if ψ is transverse and
where Ker C ψ/F is the space {u ∈ Q ⊗ C | i u ψ = 0}.
An almost transverse SL n (C) structure ψ induces a complex structure J ψ of Q as follows
Then Q 0,1 = Ker C ψ/F and Q 1,0 = Ker C ψ/F . Therefore ψ is a transverse (n, 0)-form on (M, F ). Note that the section J ψ ∈ End(Q) is not necessarily integrable. However we have Proposition 3.5. If ψ satisfies dψ = A ∧ ψ for a complex valued 1-form A, then J ψ is basic and integrable.
Proof. At first, we show that J ψ is basic, that is,
It yields that
for any u ∈ Γ(Ker C ψ/F ). In the same manner, we can prove (L v J ψ )u = 0 for any u ∈ Γ(Ker C ψ/F ). Thus L v J ψ = 0 for any v ∈ Γ(F ), and hence J ψ is basic. Secondary, we see that J ψ is integrable. It suffices to show that d∧ 
B . Hence J ψ is integrable, and we finish the proof. If a transverse 2-form ω T satisfies (ω T ) n = 0, then we call the form ω T an almost transverse symplectic structure on (M, F ). We can consider the form ω T as a tensor of ∧ 2 Q * .
Definition 3.6. Let ψ be an almost transverse SL(n, C) structure and ω T an almost transverse symplectic structure on (M, F ). The pair (ψ, ω T ) is called an almost transverse Calabi-Yau structure on (M, F ) if following equations hold
where c n =
If an almost transverse symplectic structure ω T is d-closed, then ω T is called a transverse symplectic structure on (M, F ). A pair (ω T , J) is called a transverse Kähler structure on (M, F ) if the 2-tensor ω T (·, J·) is positive on Q and ω T (J·, J·) = ω T (·, ·) holds. Then we define the 2-tensor g T by g T (·, ·) = ω T (·, J·) and call it a transverse Kähler metric on (M, F ). In [11] , we introduced a transverse Calabi-Yau structure on (M, F ) by almost transverse Calabi-Yau structure (ψ, ω T ) such that ψ and ω T are d-closed.
Sasaki structures
We will give a brief review of some elementary results in Sasakian geometry. For much of this material, we refer to [1] and [16] .
) is Kähler for a complex structure I.
We identify the manifold M with the hypersurface {r = 1} of C(M)
for any vector field X on C(M). The vector field ξ is a Killing vector field, i.e. L ξ g = 0, and
where i ξ means the interior product. The form η is expressed as for a ∈ R >0 and (r, x) ∈ R >0 × M = C(M). If we put a = e t for t ∈ R, then it follows from L r It implies that
Hence 1 2 r 2 is a Kähler potential on C(M). The 1-form η induces the restriction η| M on M ⊂ C(M). Since L r ∂ ∂r η = 0, the form η is the extension of η| M to C(M). The vector field ξ is tangent to the hypersurface {r = c} for each positive constant c. In particular, ξ is considered as the vector field on M and satisfies g(ξ, ξ) = 1 and L ξ g = 0. Hence we shall not distinguish between (η, ξ) on C(M) and the restriction (η| M , ξ| M ) on M. Then the form η is a contact 1-form on M :
since ω is non-degenerate. The equation (3) implies that
on M. For a contact form η, a vector field ξ on M satisfying the equation (4) is unique, and called the Reeb vector field. We define the contact subbundle D ⊂ T M by D = ker η. Then the tangent bundle T M has the orthogonal decomposition
where ξ is the line bundle generated by ξ. We define a section Ψ of End(T M) by setting Ψ| D = I| D and Ψ| ξ = 0. One can see that
for any X, Y ∈ T M. Then the Riemannian metric g satisfies
for any X, Y ∈ T M. We denote by ω T the 2-form
dη on M. Then ω T is a symplectic structure on D which is compatible with Ψ.
We say a data (ξ, η, Ψ, g) a contact metric structure on M if for a contact form η and a Reeb vector field ξ, a section Ψ of End(T M) and a Riemannian metric g satisfy the equations (5), (6) and (7). Moreover, a contact metric structure (ξ, η, Ψ, g) is called a K-contact structure on M if ξ is a Killing vector field with respect to g. Then Ψ defines an almost CR structure (D, Ψ| D ) on M. As we saw above, any Sasaki manifold (M, g) has a K-contact structure (ξ, η, Ψ, g) with the integrable CR structure (D, Ψ| D = I| D ) on M. Conversely, if we have such a structure (ξ, η, Ψ, g) on M, then (g, 1 2 d(r 2 η)) is a Kähler structure on the cone C(M), hence (M, g) is a Sasaki manifold. We call a K-contact structure (ξ, η, Ψ, g) with the integrable CR structure (D, Ψ| D ) a Sasaki structure on M.
The Reeb foliation
Let (ξ, η, Ψ, g) be a Sasaki structure on M. Then the Reeb vector field ξ generates a foliation F ξ of codimension 2n on M. The foliation F ξ is called the Reeb foliation. We can consider Ψ as a section of End(Q) since Ψ| ξ = 0. Then Ψ is a transverse complex structure on (M, F ξ ) by the integrability of the CR structure Ψ| D . Let ω 
, so the basic first Chern class has to be positive, zero or negative according to the sign of κ.
On the cone C(M), a foliation F ξ,r . In this paper, we identify a basic form φ on (M, F ξ ) with the extension φ on (C(M), F ξ,r
∂ ∂r
).
Sasaki-Einstein structures and almost transverse CalabiYau structures
In this section, we assume that M is a compact manifold. We provide the definition of Sasaki-Einstein manifolds.
Definition 3.8. A Sasaki manifold (M, g) is Sasaki-Einstein if the metric g is Einstein.
Let (ξ, η, Ψ, g) be a Sasaki structure on M. Then the Ricci tensor Ric of g has following relations :
Thus the Einstein constant of a Sasaki-Einstein metric g has to be 2n, that is, Ric = 2ng. It follows from the above equations that the Einstein condition Ric = 2ng is equal to Ric T = 2(n + 1)g T . Moreover, the cone metric g is Ricci-flat on C(M) if and only if g is Einstein with the Einstein constant 2n on M (we refer to Lemma 11.1.5 in [1] ). Hence we can characterize the Sasaki-Einstein condition as follows Proposition 3.9. Let (M, g) be a Sasaki manifold of dimension 2n + 1. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) (M, g) is a Sasaki-Einstein manifold.
(ii) (C(M), g) is Ricci-flat, that is, Ric g = 0.
(iii) g T is transverse Kähler-Einstein with Ric T = 2(n + 1)g T .
We remark that Sasaki-Einstein manifolds have finite fundamental groups from Mayer's theorem. From now on, we assume that M is simply connected. We characterize a Sasaki-Einstein manifold by a pair of two differential forms on the manifold. Proposition 3.12. The Riemannian manifold (M, g) is a Sasakian-Einstein manifold if and only if there exist a contact 1-form η and a complex valued n-form ψ such that (ψ, 1 2 dη) is an almost transverse Calabi-Yau structure on (M, F ), where F is the Reeb foliation induced by η, with
Proof. If (M, g) is a Sasakian-Einstein manifold, then there exits a weighted CalabiYau structure (Ω, ω) on C(M) with the Kähler metric g. Then the Kähler form ω is given by
We define ψ ′ as the n-form ψ
since ψ
It is straightforward to
Hence it follows from the equation (8) that
Moreover, we obtain
since Ω ∧ ω = r 2 2
Then ψ is a transversely (n, 0)-form on (M, F ξ ) such that dψ = (n + 1) √ −1η ∧ ψ by taking the pull-back of the equation (10) by i. Moreover, it follows from the equations (11) and (12) that ψ ∧ dη = ψ ∧ dη = 0 and ψ ∧ ψ = c n (
n . Hence (ψ, 1 2 dη) is an almost transverse Calabi-Yau structures. Conversely, we assume that there exist a contact form η and a complex valued n-form ψ such that (ψ, 1 2 dη) is an almost transverse Calabi-Yau structure. Then the contact form η induces the Reeb vector field ξ and the Reeb foliation F ξ . It follows from Proposition 3.5 that ψ defines the transverse complex structure J ψ on (M, F ξ ). Then (η, ξ, J ψ , g) is a Sasaki structure on M and the metric cone (C(M), g) has the Kähler form
It is easy to see that L r 
The equation (13) implies that
Hence (Ω, ω) is a weighted Calabi-Yau structure on C(M), and we finish the proof.
Deformations of special Legendrian submanifolds
In this section, we assume that (M, g) is a simply connected and compact SasakiEinstein manifold of dimension (2n + 1) and (ξ, η, Ψ, g) is the Sasaki-Einstein structure on M. Let (C(M), g) be the metric cone of (M, g). We fix an almost transverse Calabi-Yau structure (ψ, 1 2 dη) and the corresponding weighted Calabi-Yau structure (Ω, ω) on C(M) as in Proposition 3.12.
Special Legendrian submanifolds
The holomorphic (n + 1)-form Ω induces the calibration Ω Re on C(M) and special Lagrangian submanifolds are defined by calibrated submanifolds. We consider such submanifolds of cone type. For any submanifold X in M, the cone C(X) = R >0 × X is a submanifold in C(M). We identify X with the hypersurface {1} × X in C(X). Then X can be considered as the link C(X) ∩ M.
Definition 4.1. A submanifold X is a special Legendrian submanifold in M if the cone C(X) is a special Lagrangian submanifold in C(M).
Any special Legendrian submanifold X is a minimal submanifold in M, that is, the mean curvature vector field H of X vanishes. In fact, the mean curvature vector field H of the cone C(X) satisfies that H (r,x) = 1 r 2 H x at (r, x) ∈ R >0 × X = C(X). Hence H = 0 since a special Lagrangian cone C(X) is minimal.
We also denote by η the extension of the contact form η to C(M). We provide a characterization of special Lagrangian cones in C(M). Proof. We remark that a special Lagrangian submanifold in C(M) is characterized by an (n+ 1)-dimensional submanifold X in C(M) such thatι * Ω Im = 0 andι * ω = 0. If X is a special Lagrangian cone, then the vector field r ∂ ∂r is tangent to X. The vector fields ξ and r ∂ ∂r span a symplectic subspace of T p C(M) with respect to ω p at the each point p ∈ C(M). We can obtainι
Conversely, if an (n + 1)-dimensional submanifold X satisfiesι * Ω Im =ι * η = 0, then X is a special Lagrangian submanifold sinceι
d(r 2ι * η) = 0. In order to see that X is a cone, we consider the set
for each p ∈ X. Then I p is a closed subset of R >0 since X is closed. On the other hand, the vector field r ∂ ∂r has to be tangent to X since X is Lagrangian andι * η = 0. The vector field r ∂ ∂r is the infinitesimal transformation of the action λ. Therefore I p is open, and so I p = R >0 for each point p ∈ X. Hence X is a cone, and it completes the proof.
We denote by ψ
Re and ψ Im the real part and the imaginary part of ψ, respectively. Then we have a characterization of special Legendrian submanifolds : Proposition 4.3. An n-dimensional submanifold X in M is a special Legendrian submanifold if and only if ι * ψ Im = ι * η = 0.
Proof. Let (Ω, ω) be the Calabi-Yau structure on C(M). As in the proof of Proposition 3.12, Ω is given by Proof. We only show that a minimal Legendrian submanifold is θ-special Legendrian for a phase θ. Let X be a connected oriented Legendrian submanifold in M and H the mean curvature vector of X. Then there exists a R/Z-valued function θ on X such that * ι * ψ = e − √ −1 θ where * is the Hodge operator with respect to the metric ι * g on X. If we regard θ as the function on C(X) by the trivial extension, then it follows from Ω = ( dr r + √ −1η) ∧ r n ψ that * ι * Ω = e − √ −1 θ whereι is the inclusionι : C(X) ֒→ C(M) and * is the Hodge operator with respect to the metricι * g on C(X). Hence dθ =ι * (i H ω) for the mean curvature vector H of C(X) (Lemma 2.1. [18] ). It follows from dθ( dη and H = 1 r 2 H, the equationι
holds where ω
T is the transverse 2-form dη on (M, F ξ ). Thus we obtain
on M. Hence θ is constant if X is minimal. Then X is special Legendrian with respect to the almost transverse Calabi-Yau structure (e √ −1 θ ψ, 1 2 dη). Therefore X is the θ-special Legendrian submanifold for the phase θ.
Infinitesimal deformations of special Legendrian submanifolds
Let X be a compact special Legendrian submanifold in M. We denote by M X the moduli space of special Legendrian deformations of X. The following result is shown by Futaki, Hattori and Yamamoto by considering deformations of the special Lagrangian cone in C(M) [3] . We provide another proof from the point of view of Φ-deformations.
Proposition 4.6. The infinitesimal deformation space of X is isomorphic to the space Ker(∆ 0 − 2(n + 1)) of 2(n + 1)-eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator ∆ 0 .
Proof. Proposition 4.3 implies that a special Legendrian deformation is a (ψ Im , η)-deformation and M X is the moduli space M X (ψ Im , η). We take the set U as in (1) and define the map F :
for v ∈ U whereṽ is an extension of v to M. In the last equation, we use that ι * (iṽψ
which is isomorphic to Ker(∆ 0 − 2(n + 1)), and hence it completes the proof.
The obstruction space of special Legendrian deformations is the cokernel Coker(d 0 F ) as in the proof of Proposition 4.6. However, the space Coker
Hence the obstruction space does not vanish whenever X has non-trivial deformations. Thus there may exist some obstruction of special Legendrian deformations.
The intersection of two deformation spaces
Let ω T be the 2-form 1 2 dη on M. We remark that X is a special Legendrian submanifold if and only if ι * ψ Im = ι * η = ι * ω T = 0. Let X be a compact special Legendrian submanifold in M. We consider (ψ Im , ω T )-deformations of X and denote by N X the moduli spaces M X (ψ Im , ω T ). We fix an integer s ≥ 3 and a real number α with 0 < α < 1 and set N s,α X as the moduli space M s,α
is smooth at 0 X . The tangent space
Proof. We take the set U as in (1) and define the map G :
Hence P 2 is the elliptic operator. It follows from Im(G) ⊂ ∧ 0 ⊕ d∧ 1 that Im(G) is perpendicular to Ker P 2 (= {0} ⊕ H 2 (X)) and Im(D * 2 ). Hence we obtain Im(G) ⊂ Im(D 1 ) by the Hodge decomposition 
X is smooth by Proposition 2.7. It follows from Proposition 4.7 that N s,α X is smooth at any point of N X ∩L X . Hence it completes the proof.
Hence P 1 and P 2 are elliptic. It follows from Im(
2 ). Proposition 2.2 implies that N T X is smooth at 0 X with the tangent space Ker(D 1 ) = H 1 (X), and hence it completes the proof.
Further results
In this section, we assume that (M, g) is a simply connected and compact Riemannian manifold of dimension (2n + 1).
Sasaki manifolds with almost transverse Calabi-Yau structures
The metric cone of a Sasaki manifold (M, g) with an almost transverse Calabi-Yau structure is not a Calabi-Yau manifold unless (M, g) is Sasaki-Einstein. A Kähler manifold with a non-vanishing holomorphic volume form is called an almost CalabiYau manifold. We refer to [7] for an almost Calabi-Yau manifolds. We provide a generalization of Proposition 3.12 as follows Proposition 5.1. The Riemannian manifold (M, g) has a contact form η and a complex valued n-form ψ such that (ψ, 1 2 dη) is an almost transverse Calabi-Yau structure on (M, F ), where F is the Reeb foliation induced by η, with dψ = κ √ −1 η∧ ψ for a real constant κ if and only if the metric cone (C(M), g) is an almost CalabiYau manifold with a non-vanishing holomorphic section Ω of K C(M ) and a Kähler form ω such that
and
Proof. We assume that there exists an almost transverse Calabi-Yau structure (ψ, (13) implies that
Conversely, if there exists a non-vanishing holomorphic section Ω of K C(M ) and a Kähler form ω on C(M), then the Kähler form ω is given by ω = d(
since Ω ∧ ω = (17) and (18) that ψ ∧ dη = ψ ∧ dη = 0 and ψ ∧ ψ = c n (
n Hence (ψ, 1 2 dη) is an almost transverse Calabi-Yau structures, and we finish the proof. − 1). However, r κ ′ g is not a Kähler metric unless κ ′ = 0 which is equal to κ = n + 1.
Let (η, ξ, Ψ, g) be a Sasaki structure on M. Then we can deform (η, ξ, Ψ, g) to another Sasaki structure (η a , ξ a , Ψ a , g a ) given by
for a > 0. These deformations are called the D-homothety transformations [17] . The D-homothety transformation induces the rescaling ag T of the transverse metric g T . Indeed, we have g Proof. The case of κ = 0 follows from the transverse Yau's Theorem [2] . Hence it suffices to show the case of κ > 0. If (ψ, 1 2 dη) is an almost transverse Calabi-Yau structure such that dψ = κ √ −1 η ∧ ψ. We take a = κ n+1
and define ψ a and η a as a n 2 ψ and aη, respectively. Then (ψ a , 1 2 dη a ) is an almost transverse Calabi-Yau structure with respect to the metric g a = ag such that dψ a = (n + 1) √ −1 η a ∧ ψ a . It follows from Proposition 3.12 that g a is a Sasaki-Einstein metric. Moreover, Proposition 3.12 implies that Ric T . Conversely, we assume that g is a Sasaki metric with Ric T = 2κg T . Then the D-homothety transformation (η a , ξ a , Ψ a , g a ) is a Sasaki-Einstein structure for a = κ n+1 since Ric
It follows from Proposition 3.12 that there exists an almost transverse SL n (C) structure ψ 0 on (M, F ξa ) such that
dη) is an almost transverse Calabi-Yau structure on (M, F ξ ) such that dψ = κ √ −1 η ∧ ψ, and hence we finish the proof. 
The automorphism group Aut(η, ψ)
Let (M, g) be a Sasaki manifold with a Sasaki structure (η, ξ, Ψ, g). We assume that there exists a complex valued n-form ψ such that (ψ, 1 2 dη) is an almost transverse Calabi-Yau structure on (M, F ξ ) with dψ = κ √ −1 η ∧ ψ for a real constant κ. In this section, we consider the group
of automorphisms preserving (η, ψ). We also define Aut(η, [ψ]) as the group of diffeomorphisms preserving η and the conformal class [ψ] :
Then we have
and so h is constant. Moreover, the norm h of h is 1 by taking the pull-back of ψ ∧ ψ = c n (
n by f . Hence h = e √ −1 θ for a real constant θ.
From now on, we assume that M is connected. Then we can consider Aut(η, [ψ]) as the group of phase changes (η, ψ) → (η, e √ −1 θ ψ) for θ ∈ R. Let Aut(η, ξ, Ψ, g) denote the group of automorphisms preserving (η, ξ, Ψ, g). Then we obtain It immediately follows that the group Aut(η, ψ) is the subgroup of Aut(η, ξ, Ψ, g). We define aut(η, ψ) by
Let aut(η, ξ, Ψ, g) denote the Lie algebra of Aut(η, ξ, Ψ, g). Then we obtain the following relation between aut(η, ψ) and aut(η, ξ, Ψ, g). 
where ξ R is the R-vector space generated by ξ.
Proof. Proposition 5.6 implies that aut(η, ξ,
The Reeb vector field ξ satisfies L ξ η = 0 and L ξ ψ = √ −1κψ. Hence the vector space ξ R is a subspace of aut(η, ξ, Ψ, g) and has the trivial intersection with aut(η, ψ). If we take an element v ∈ aut(η, ξ, Ψ, g), then there exists a real constant c such that
coincides with aut(η, ψ) ⊕ ξ R , and we finish the proof.
We have the identification
dη. Proof. We introduce two operators * T and * C . We define an operator
T where * is an ordinary Hodge star operator with respect to the Riemannian metric g on M. We can consider * T as an operator ∧ 
On the other hand, it follows from
We remark that the equation (20) . By taking the (n − 1, n)-part of the equation (20), we obtain √ −1c
for any v ∈ T M.
We introduce an operator * C : ∧ p,0
given by the formula
for α ∈ ∧ p,0
T . By taking the exterior derivative of the equation (22), we obtain that
T . If α is basic, then the left hand side of the equation (23) is the basic
. Hence we obtain that
for α ∈ ∧ p,0 B . We start to compute L v ψ = 0 and L v η = 0. By using the operator * C , the equation (21) is written by df is transverse. It follows from the equation (25) Under the identification (19) , an element v ∈ aut(η, ψ) corresponds to (f, θ) such that θ = − (ii) If κ < 0, then aut(η, ψ) = {0} and aut(η, ξ, Ψ, g) = ξ R .
(iii) If κ = 0, then aut(η, ψ) = ξ R .
Remark 5.11. In the case κ ≤ 0, it is known that aut(η, ξ, Ψ, g) = ξ R in Theorem 8.1.14 [1] . Hence we can see that aut(η, ψ) = ξ R = aut(η, ξ, Ψ, g) if κ = 0.
Special Legendrian submanifolds in Sasaki manifolds with almost transverse Calabi-Yau structures
Let (M, g) be a Sasaki manifold with a Sasaki structure (ξ, η, Ψ, g). We assume that there exists a complex valued n-form ψ such that (ψ, 1 2 dη) is an almost transverse Calabi-Yau structure on (M, F ξ ) with dψ = √ −1 κη ∧ ψ for a real number κ. Then (ψ, 1 2 dη) induces an almost Calabi-Yau structure (Ω, ω) on the metric cone (C(M), g) as in Proposition 5.1. An (n + 1)-dimensional submanifold X in C(M) is called a special Lagrangian submanifold ifι * Ω Re =ι * ω = 0 whereι is the embedding ι : X ֒→ C(M). We consider such submanifolds of cone type. Definition 5.12. A submanifold X in M is special Legendrian if the cone C(X) is a special Lagrangian submanifold in C(M).
Then we obtain Proposition 5.13. Any special Legendrian submanifold is minimal.
Proof. Let X be a special Legendrian submanifold. Then the special Lagrangian cone C(X) is a calibrated submanifold with respect to the metric r κ ′ g where κ ′ = 2( κ n+1 − 1). In fact, the holomorphic (n + 1)-form Ω induces the calibration Ω Re with respect to the metric r κ ′ g. Then special Lagrangian submanifolds are given by calibrated submanifolds. Therefore C(X) is minimal with respect to r κ ′ g and the mean curvature vector field H ′ vanishes. Let H be the mean curvature vector field of C(X) with respect to g. Then H also vanishes since H ′ = r −κ ′ H. Hence C(X) is minimal with respect to g, and X is a minimal submanifold with respect to g.
We provide a characterization of special Legendrian submanifolds :
Proposition 5.14. An n-dimensional submanifold X in M is a special Legendrian submanifold if and only if ι * ψ Im = ι * η = 0. 
It is easy to see that P 1 (α) = ∆ 1 α, P 2 (f, β) = (∆ 0 f, ∆ 2 β).
was rigid). We can consider another rigidity condition for special Legendrian submanifolds. We recall that a special Legendrian submanifold X is rigid if any special Legendrian deformation of X is induced by the automorphism group Aut(η, ψ) of diffeomorphisms of M preserving η and ψ. Any element f of Aut(η, ψ) induces the diffeomorphism f of C(M) by f (r, x) = f (x) for (r, x) ∈ R >0 × M = C(M). Then f is the element of the group Aut(Ω, ω, r) of diffeomorphisms of C(M) preserving Ω, ω and r. Conversely, Aut(Ω, ω, r) induces Aut(η, ψ) by the restriction to the hypersurface M = {r = 1}. Under the correspondence, a special Legendrian submanifold X is rigid if and only if any deformations of the special Lagrangian cone C(X) is induced by the group Aut(Ω, ω, r). Hence there exist two rigidity conditions for special Legendrian submanifolds. We show that these conditions are equivalent :
Theorem 5.23. Let X be a compact connected special Legendrian submanifold. Then X is rigid as a special Legendrian submanifold if and only if it is so as a minimal Legendrian submanifold.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 5.15 and Proposition 5.22 that the infinitesimal deformation space of X as a minimal Legendrian submanifold is the sum of that of X as a special Legendrian submanifold and the 1-dimensional vector space generated by the Reeb vector field ξ on X. Since the group Aut(η, g) is the automorphism group Aut(η, ξ, Ψ, g) of the Sasaki manifold (cf. Proposition 8.1.1 [1] ), Proposition 5.7 implies that aut(η, g) = aut(η, ψ) ⊕ ξ R . Hence X is rigid as a minimal Legendrian submanifold if and only if X is also rigid as a special Legendrian submanifold. It completes the proof.
